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Abstract—With the advancement in technology, we are surrounded with huge amount of data, which need 
to be processed in some manner for further processing. For this purpose, we may combine the Data 
Mining Techniques with the concepts of Graph Theory. Real world systems may be represented as 
Graphs. For example: Social Networks may be depicted as graph with the people as nodes and their 
relationships represented as links. Community Structure has been found as an important property of 
these systems. In simple words we can define community structure as a connected sub-graph which is 
tightly connected within the subgroups and weakly connected within the subgroups. Various algorithms 
have been proposed till now to identify and detect these community structures. In this paper we will 
provide the overview of some approaches which identify the overlapping communities i.e. communities 
that may belong to more than one subgroups. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  
Modern data processing and analysis tools have to often face the challenges of complex inter-relationships 

within the data. Identification and detection of community structure finds its applications in various fields such as 
in web-sites for the analysis of hyperlinks associated to a web-page, solving Biological queries resulting from the 
functional studies of metabolic and protein networks, technological problems resulting from large infrastructures 
etc. [1] 

Real world systems depicts properties which are completely different than random graphs as proposed by 
Erdos and Reiny.[2] Many definitions of community exists in literature.[3] 

Definition of Community in a strong sense: The sub-graph V is a community in a strong sense if 
In strong sense each node has more connections within the community than with the 

rest of the graph. 
Definition of a community in a weak sense: The sub-graph V is a community in a weak sense if 	∑  (V) 

> ∑ (V).In a weak community the sum of all degrees within V is larger than the sum of all degrees toward 
the rest of the network. 

Community structure in various networks was studied by Girvan and Newman .[4] 
 

II. DISJOINT COMMUNITY DETECTION APPROACHES 
Community detection problem can be viewed as an extension to graph partitioning problem. The objective of 
graph partitioning problem is to divide the given graph into specific number of groups of predefined size. To 
obtain more than two partitions Minimal Bisection Method is adopted. Kernighan Li[5] is one of the most 
popular methods for graph partitioning. This method was based on the idea of the optimization of a benefit 
function Q which is calculated as the difference of the edges within the groups and between the groups. The 
problem with graph partitioning methods was that in these methods the number of partitions to be done should 
be known prior. This method was reasonably fast with the speed as O( log ).Another method was Spectral 
Bisection method which was based on the properties of the spectrum of the Laplacian Matrix. Other methods of 
graph partitioning can be found in [6].For graph partitioning cuts and normalized cuts have also been used 
which divides the graph in only two partitions. 
The traditional method of graph clustering is Hierarchical clustering. Girvan and Newman proposed a method 
based on edge betweenness. [7] It was able to divide the graph in more than two clusters. This method was 
based on the fact of removing the edge with the maximum edge betweenness between the two edges. This 
process is repeated until all the edges have been processed. The methods proposed till now were unable to 
determine the quality of the partitions obtained. So Girvan and Newman proposed a new variable Modularity 
which was calculatedas follows: 

 ∑ - ] , ) 
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Clauset, Newman and Moore [8] used this parameter in their algorithm for community detection which is 
commonly known as Fast Modularity. In this method a sparse matrix ∆ 	was maintained which stored the gain 
in modularity for each edge. In the next step we find the element with maximum modularity and the 
corresponding communities were merged. This process is iterated until all the edges have been visited. This 
method had a resolution limit problem i.e. it was unable to detect the communities smaller than a specified 
threshold. To overcome this problem Blondel [9] introduced a new algorithm which was able to detect the high 
modularity partitions in quick time. This algorithm was efficient for large networks consisting of millions of 
nodes too. Other community detection methods were Simulated Annealing[10],Spin Model[11],Random 
walks[12],Walk Trap[13],Markov Chain clustering[14],Synchronization[15], Stastical Interference[16], 
Bayseian Interference[17], Block Modeling [18],Label Propogation [19] etc. 

 
     

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                            

                                                                         

                                                                     

 

 

 

Fig 1: A network having community structure. This network has three communities which have dense connections within the community 
and sparser connections between the communities. 

III. OVERLAPPING COMMUNITY DETECTION APPROACHES 
The methods discussed above were able to detect the clusters in which nodes belonged to only a single group. 

But in real world scenarios the nodes may overlap i.e. they may belong to more than one cluster. Detecting these 
overlapping communities is still a challenging task for researchers and has gained a lot of attention in recent 
studies. In this section we will provide a brief overview of some of the approaches developed till now. 
Clique Percolation Method: The most popular method for the overlapping community detection is CPM which 
was proposed by Pella et.al.[20].This method was based on the idea of using a template in the form of a 
connected  sub-graph (commonly known as clique).This template was moved over the original network to detect 
the overlapping communities. Clique was defined as that connected sub-graph in which there is a link from a 
vertex to every other vertex. There are various algorithms available to find clique. For example: Born-Kerbosch 
algorithm.The condition for two cliques to be adjacent is that they should share atleast k-1 vertices. K-clique 
community is obtained by rolling over the adjacent k-cliques. Communities can easily be found and analyzed by 
using the software CFinder which was based on the implementation of CPM. 
 
Sequential CPM[21]: This method is based on the idea of finding k-clique communities by inserting edges one 
by one starting from an empty graph. Whenever an edge is inserted we check for the formation of k-cliques by 
searching for k-2/-cliques in the subset of neighboring vertices of the endpoints of the inserted edge. The 
procedure requires building a graph in which the vertices are .k-1/-cliques and edges are set between vertices 
corresponding to k-1/-cliques which are sub-graphs of the same k-clique. At the end of the process, the 
connected components of graph correspond to the searched k-clique communities. It is considerably faster than 
CPM. It has the main advantage that it could be applied for the weighted graphs as well. The drawback of this 
method is that it assumes that original network has a large number of cliques, so it is unable to find the original 
community structure of the networks. 
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Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering Based on Maximal Cliques (EAGLE) Algorithm[22]: This method 
is able to detect overlapping and hierarchical communities in the networks. EAGLE is an agglomerative 
hierarchical clustering method, which consists of two stages. In the first stage the dendogram is constructed and 
in the second stage the point on which the cut is to be made is determined. First stage process is defined as: 
 

1. In the first step identify the maximum clique in the network and delete the sub-ordinate cliques. 
Maximum clique refers to the clique which is not the subset of any other clique and sub-ordinate clique 
refers to those cliques which are not maximal cliques. The remainder vertices constitute the initial 
communities. The similarity measure between the each pair of communities is obtained.  

2. The pair of communities with maximum similarity is identified and is merged to obtain a new 
community. 

3. Similar process is repeated until one community remains. 
The similarity between the communities is determined as: 
  

M =  ∑ , ,
-	 	  

 
Where 	is the element of the adjacency matrix. It takes value 1 if there is an edge between the vertex v and 

w and 0 otherwise. m= ∑ . 

 
Community Betweenness Algorithm: Steve[23] introduced an index named split betweenness,on the basis of 
which he proposed two algorithms—Peacock algorithm and CONGO algorithm. CONGO algorithm directly 
splits Vertices with high split betweenness in a specific way on the whole network to obtain overlapping 
Communities. The number of communities in the final result is provided by users. Peacock algorithm 
has two phases. In the first phase, a network is transformed to a new one by splitting vertices, based on 
split betweenness index. In the second phase, the transformed network is processed by a disjoint Community 
detection algorithm. Although both these algorithms were able to determine the meaningful overlapping 
communities, but the major drawback of these methods was its high computational complexity. To remove this 
drawback, a new index local betweenness proposed by Steve. Steve limits the lengths of the shortest paths to a 
threshold h. In-corporation of this betweenness index made these algorithms fast enough. But now the major 
concern was the quality of communities detected. 
 
To remove the shortcoming of these methods a new index as Community Betweenness was introduced. This 
method was based on the idea of finding the initial community by using any of CDA’s (either BGLL or 
Infomap). Community betweenness is calculated on a new small network SG (SV, SE), where SG contains all 
the vertices and edges in a pair of communities. In CBS algorithm, when a vertex is identified as an overlapping 
vertex or an edge is identified as a bridge-edge, we don't need to recalculate the community betweenness of left 
edges as GN algorithm, because the main community structures of the small network are known. Even if some 
bridge-edges don't have high community betweenness, they will still be processed later. 
 
Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure (GRASP): GRASP[24] is an iterative process, which 
consists of two phases: 
1. Construction Phase: In this feasible solutions are constructed iteratively one at a time. A restricted candidate 
list (RCL) is constructed with respect to a greedy function g: C-> R, which is ordered and elements are chosen 
randomly and added to the solution one element at a time. The randomness and greediness of the process is 
determined by randomly choosing a parameter ∝. 
2. Local Search Phase: This phase consists of replacing the current solution with the optimal solution among 
the current solution and in its neighborhood. A solution is said to be as optimal solution, if there is no better 
solution exists in its neighborhood solutions. 
GRASP procedure is used in finding the maximal quasi-cliques. The obtained cliques are used in the exploration 
of remaining portions of the graph. 
Community detection based using the fitness function:[25] This method is based on the assumption that the 
communities are local structures, which comprise of the nodes of the modules themselves and the extension to 
the nodes in its neighborhood. This method identifies communities as subgraphs obtained by the maximaization 
of a fitness measure, which can be easily determined as: 

= , 
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Where  and  are the total internal and external degrees of the nodes of the module G.  is the positive real 
valued parameter which controls the size of the communities.Internal degree of a module is twice the number of 
internal links of the module.External degree is defined as the number of the links from each node in the module 
to the rest of the network.We obtain initial subgraph having node A.We than calculate the fitness of each node 
and neighboring node of A.The nodes having the highest fitness is addded to the subgraph G.This process is 
repeated until all the nodes have been processsed or we obtain negative fitness. 
 
Community Detection via local algorithm[26]: This method consists of two phases: 

1. Finding the initial community. 
2. Expanding the community. 

 
Nodes in the finding communities are labeled as T, denoted by VT, .All nodes are labeled 
as F initially. Nodes are ordered with the increasing values of node strengths. Nodes with the maximum 
node strength alongwith its neighborhood nodes constitute the initial community. For expanding the 
community we calculate the belonging degree for each node. If the belonging degree lies between the 
given threshold, it is added to the community. The node strength is determined as following: 
 

=∑  
 
The belonging degree is computed as follows: 
 

, =
∑

 

 
 
To qualify the communities obtained following modularity measure is used: 

 

= ∑ ∑ , ( - ). 
 

Where =
∑

 and =∑ . 
 
The constraint applied here are: 

0 1, ∀ ,  
 

 ∑ =1 
The computation complexity of this method in finding all the communities is ). 
 
Density based shrinkage algorithm for hierarchical and overlapping community detection (DENSHRINK):[27] 
This method consists of two phases: 
 

1. In the initial phase each node belongs to its own community i.e. there are as many communities as the 
number of nodes. Then we find the initial micro community for each node on the basis of the structural 
similarity, which is calculated as following: 

 

σ u, v
∑ w u, x . w v, x∩

∑ w u, x . ∑ w v, x
 

2. In the second phase communities found in the first phase are shrinked using the modularity gain.The 
communities with the maximum modularity gain are merged and process is repeated until we get the 
positive modularity gain. 

=∑ -  
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Where k is the number of clusters, =	∑ , (u,v) is the total similarity of nodes within clusters . 
∑ ,

,
 is the total similarity between nodes in clusters  and any node in the network 

and TS=∑ ,,  is the total similarity between any two nodes in the network. 
The features of this method are: 
1. It is a parameter free method which not only detects overlapping hierarchical communities but also 

the hubs and outliers. The nodes which bridge the two communities are known as hubs and those 
nodes which are only marginally connected to the communities are known as outliers. 

2. This method can detect communities with varying densities also, so it is efficient and effective. 
3. It combines the advantages of density based methods with modularity optimization methods, so it 

overcomes the resolution limit problem as well. 
CON (Condition for overlapping nodes) based community detection method:[28] This method is a two step 
process. In the first step we identify the overlapping nodes from the boundary node sets. Then we find the inner 
overlapping nodes. For two given communities  and	 , : ,∃ ∈ 	 	 (v, u)  is the boundary 
node set of community i connecting to community j. Condition for overlapping nodes is imposed by: 
 

=  

 
To find the overlapping nodes we check the condition for overlapping nodes for each node. We find the node 
with the maximum  , If (v) is not less than ,then the node v is added to the overlapping node set. In the 
next step we will determine whether some of the overlapping nodes have become non-overlapping nodes for the 
detection of new overlapping nodes. For this we find and delete the nodes with the minimum	 .This process is 
repeated until it is not less than the specified threshold. After the above procedure stops, CONA begins to find 
overlapping nodes from the inner node set of the two communities. This phase is very simple. Every inner node 
without non-overlapping neighbors will be inserted into the overlapping node set. 
 
Conclusion and Future Scope: Real world systems depicts several properties which are highly inhomogeneous 
than those of random graphs. Complex systems have properties such as Power-law degree distribution, scale 
free property, small world effect etc. In this manuscript we have discussed some of the methods to detect 
overlapping community detection. The study of community structure in these systems plays a significant role as 
they provide the mesoscopic description of the graphs where the communities play an important role in the 
topology rather than the edges and vertices. Community structure may provide the facility to classify the 
vertices according to their roles in the network, which can aid in the study of individual property of the vertices. 
In real graphs, the topological roles can be related to functions of vertices: in metabolic networks, for instance, 
connector hubs, which share most edges with vertices of other clusters than their own, are often metabolites 
which are more conserved across species than other metabolites, i.e. they have an evolutionary advantage. If 
communities are overlapping, one can explore other statistical properties, like the distributions of the overlaps 
and of the vertex memberships. The overlap is defined as the number of vertices shared by each pair of 
overlapping clusters; the membership of a vertex is the number of communities including the vertex. Both 
distributions turn out to be skewed, so there seem to be no characteristic values for the overlap and the 
membership. Moreover, one could derive a network, where the communities are the vertices and pairs of 
vertices are connected if their corresponding communities overlap. Such networks seem to have some special 
properties.  
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